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The p53 protein is structurally and functionally divided into five domains. The proline-rich domain is localized at amino
acids 55–100. 319 missense mutations were identified solely in the proline domain from human cancers. Six hotspot mutations
were identified at amino acids 72, 73, 82, 84, 89, and 98. Codon 72 contains a polymorphism that changes from proline (and African
descent) to arginine (with Caucasian descent) with increasing latitudes northward and is under natural selection for pigmentation
and protection from UV light exposure. Cancers associated with mutations in the proline domain were considerably enriched for
melanomas and skin cancers compared to mutations in other p53 domains. These hotspot mutations are enriched at UV mutational
signatures disrupting amino acid signals for binding SH-3-containing proteins important for p53 function. Among the
protein–protein interaction sites identified by hotspot mutations were MDM-2, a negative regulator of p53, XAF-1, promoting p53
mediated apoptosis, and PIN-1, a proline isomerase essential for structural folding of this domain.
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FACTS

1. It has been known that the p53 proline domain is located
between amino acids 55–100 out of 393 amino acids; codon
72 is polymorphic, either arginine or proline, and these
differences are under natural selection and vary by latitude,
UV light exposure, and pigmentation.

2. This manuscript demonstrates that in cancerous tissues from
humans the proline domain contains 6 hotspot mutations: at
codons 72, 73, 82, 84, 89, and 98, that mutations in the proline
domain are highly enriched for melanoma and skin cancer,
and that the mutational signatures for these mutations in
these cancers are derived from UV light exposure.

3. This analysis demonstrates that the codon 72 polymorphism
undergoes mutations that produce a third amino acid. Cancer-
associated mutations at a polymorphic site are unusual.

4. Mutations in all hotspot codons likely either inhibit p53
transcriptional activity or disrupt protein-protein interactions
required for p53 functions.

5. The p53 protein interactions are with MDM-2, XAF-1, CHEK-2,
and Pin-1.

QUERIES

1. Hotspot codon 73 is yet to be assigned a function, although
it is possible that it has an impact upon the adjacent hot
spot codon, 72.

2. Codon 49 adjacent to the proline domain is also a hotspot
mutation and some mutations at this codon inhibit
transcriptional activity of p53. What is its function?

3. The portion of the p53 gene that encodes the proline
domain between codons 47 and 72, with introns 2 and 3,
contains polymorphisms that differ between Caucasians and
individuals of African descent and is in linkage disequili-
brium. What are the haplotypes in individuals of African
descent (proline) or of Caucasian descent (arginine) formed
by this selection pressure that reduces recombination?

4. Was the proline domain acquired in the p53 gene during
evolutionary changes over 800 million years to respond to
tissue-specific cancer types?

INTRODUCTION
The human p53 protein is a transcription factor [1] and the 393
amino acids in this protein are structurally and functionally
divided into five domains. Amino acids 1–55, starting from the N-
terminus, contain two different transactivation sequences at
residues 25, 26 and 53, 54 [2, 3] and this is followed by a proline
rich domain involved in protein-protein interactions from amino
acids 55–100 [4, 5]. The majority of the protein is composed of a
DNA binding domain encompassing amino acids 102–292 [6]
followed by a tetramerization domain from amino acid 323 to 356
[7] and then a carboxy-terminal domain from about amino acids
360–393 termed the regulatory domain because amino acid
modifications (methylation and acetylation) of lysines in this
domain regulate p53 activity [8]. The great majority of human
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cancers contain either mutations in the Tp53 gene or harbor wild
type p53 proteins that are inactivated by a variety of physiological
functions [1, 6]. About seventy-five percent of the Tp53 mutations
are missense mutations localized in the DNA binding domain of
the p53 protein [6]. Different missense mutations in the DNA
binding domain occur at frequencies that range over four logs in
different cancer tissue types and they disrupt the binding of the
p53 protein to DNA and transcription of p53 regulated genes to
varying extents [1, 6]. Eight of these mutations, occurring at
frequencies of 1.5–8% of the mutational spectra, are termed
hotspot mutations. Although these hotspots are only eight
mutations out of a total of some 350 observed mutations in the
DNA binding domain of the Tp53 gene, the eight hot spot
mutations account for 33% of cancers with Tp53 mutations and
the remaining Tp53 mutations are present at much lower
frequencies in 67% of cancers with p53 mutations [6].
This review documents 319 single missense mutations found

only in the proline domain (amino acids 55–100) of the p53
protein in a wide variety of spontaneous cancers and another 57
mutations localized in the adjacent nine residues (amino acids
46–54) to the proline domain. Codons with mutations that encode
amino acids 49, 72, 73, 82, 84, 89, and 98 each contributed
between 2.7–8% of the mutations observed in the proline and
adjacent domain in patients with spontaneous cancers.

Collectively mutations in these seven codons contribute approxi-
mately 33% of the mutations in these two regions of the protein
(122 mutations/a total of 376 in the proline domain and the
adjacent sequences). The DNA binding domain has 8 hotspot
mutations that contribute to 33% of the cancers and the proline
domain has 7 hotspot mutations that contribute to 33% of the
cancers. These are remarkably similar distributions of amino acids
composing a third of the cancers that appear to be driven by
these alterations.
These hotspot mutations could guide us to residues in the

proline domain that may well affect protein-protein interactions
and Tp53 functions that help to prevent cancers from arising just
as is observed with mutations in the DNA binding domain [6].
Previous experiments deleting the regions containing these hot
spot mutations in the proline domain have been shown to reduce
p53 apoptotic activity and therefore reduce p53 tumor suppres-
sion [4, 5]. One of these hot spot mutations is at codon 72, which
is a naturally occurring polymorphism (proline to arginine
change), that is associated with geographical and, therefore, racial
differences [9] and has a demonstrated impact upon the age of
onset of cancers in individuals with inherited Tp53 mutations [10–
13] as well as responses to cancer treatments and overall survival
in breast cancers with spontaneous Tp53 mutations [14]. Thus,
examining the phenotypes of these hotspot mutations in the
proline domain could well uncover important aspects of the
functions of the p53 protein.
There are several reasons why we extended this search for

mutations in the proline domain to the adjacent amino acids from
codons 46–54. First phosphorylation of the serine at amino acid 46
is required or preferred for the p53 protein to initiate apoptosis in
a cancer cell [15]. Second, amino acid 47 is a polymorphism
(proline or serine) that is serine in most individuals of African
descent and proline in individuals of Caucasian descent [16]. Third,
the coding region of the p53 protein from amino acid 46 to 72,
which includes introns 2 and 3 in the Tp53 gene, is strongly in
linkage disequilibrium suggesting that this region forms a set of
complex haplotypes that are different from each other in different
populations depending upon the latitude, ultraviolet light
exposure, altitude, and pigmentations [9, 17−19] of the indivi-
duals from different geographical locations. These mutations may
well help define the functional properties of each haplotype. The
hotspot mutations in the amino acids 49, and 72, and 73 may well
play a dominant role in mediating these functions.

DATABASES OF TP53 MUTATIONS IN THE PROLINE DOMAIN
Five different databases, IARC R20 (N= 21,732) [20], TCGA (N=
2764) [21], MSK-IMPACT (N= 16,244) [22], cBio-Genie (N= 17,817)
[23], and COSMIC (N= 33,176) [24], with the Tp53 gene sequenced
from cancers (N= 73,857 sequences) were screened for somatic
Tp53 missense mutations, solely in either the proline domain
(amino acids 55–100) or the adjacent section of nine amino acids
(amino acids 46–54). Synonymous mutations, splice site muta-
tions, deletions, chain termination codons, frameshift mutations,

Table 1. The distribution of missense mutations in the proline domain, the DNA binding domain and the tetramerization domain.

P53 domain Observed mutations within domain Residues within domain Observed mutations/residue

ADJACENT AMINO ACIDS 46–54 57 10 5.7

PROLINE 319 46 6.93

DNA-BINDING 70045 191 366.73

TETRAMERIZATION 1071 34 31.5

73,857 missense mutations in the Tp53 gene were analyzed from different cancers and the observed number of mutations in the proline domain, the DNA
binding domain, and the tetramerization domain are presented, along with the number of amino acids in each domain and the observed mutation frequency
per amino acid residue (the target size).

Fig. 1 The distribution of the 376 missense mutations in the
proline domain and adjacent region (amino acids 46–54) of the
p53 protein. The 376 missense mutations are presented by the
percentage of mutations at each residue between amino acids
46–100 in the p53 protein. Hotspot mutations are indicated by any
codon with at least 2.66% mutation frequency. The mutational
distribution is a non-uniform distribution (p= 3.81e–96). Amino acid
46 is required to be phosphorylated for maximal p53 apoptotic
activity and this is accomplished by the XAF-1 protein [15], which
binds to the proline domain [4, 5]. Amino acids 47 (proline to serine)
and 72 (proline to arginine) are both polymorphisms differing by
African and Caucasian descent.
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and inversions were eliminated. We also made sure not to record
the same patient cancer sample from more than one of the five
different databases. This resulted in the identification of 376
mutant Tp53 patient DNA sequences in the proline and the
adjacent domain. 57 mutations were found in the adjacent
segment (amino acids 46–54) to the proline domain, 22 of which
were at amino acid 49, which therefore was designated a hotspot
mutation. In total, 319 single missense mutations were found only
in the proline domain, 70,045 missense mutations were identified
solely in the DNA binding domain, and 1071 mutations were
identified solely in the tetramerization domain (Table 1). In each
case these missense point mutations were the only amino acids
altered in the entire protein. By dividing the number of these
mutations by the number of amino acids in a domain, the cross-
sectional target for a mutation, the observed mutation frequency
per amino acid residue was 5.7 in the adjacent ten amino acids to
the proline domain, 6.93 in the proline domain, 366.73 for the
DNA binding domain, and 31.5mutations per domain for the
tetramerization domain (Table 1).
Figure 1 identifies the percent frequencies of the 376

missense mutations in the proline domain and the adjacent
region of nine amino acids from the cancers screened in this
study. The results demonstrate that there are hotspot mutations,
defined as greater than ten independent mutations for each
codon (the 90th percentile of the mutation frequency within this
region), which corresponds to mutations with frequencies
between 2.66 and 7.98%. This distribution is biased and not
derived from a uniform background distribution so that a two-
sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gave a p value of 3.81e–96,
clearly indicating a non-random distribution of these hotspot
mutations. The presence of hotspot (repeated) mutations that
are distributed non-randomly suggests a causal relationship

with cancer but does not eliminate the possibility that these
codons spontaneously mutate at a higher frequency because of
their sequence context in the DNA.

Hotspot mutations and transcriptional activity of p53
The wild type p53 protein, as well as some mutant p53 proteins,
function in normal and cancerous cells by acting as a
transcription factor or by protein-protein interactions. Kato
and his colleagues have employed a yeast assay with a wild type
p53 c-DNA and a wide variety of mutant p53 c-DNAs producing
proteins that transcribe a number of different p53 responsive
elements from human genes [25]. The seven hotspot mutations
observed in the proline domain and in the adjacent nine codon
region with a hotspot mutation at codon 49 were examined for
mutant transcriptional activity using this assay (Table 2). Rather
clearly all of the 30 codon 98 mutations that were P98S, L, T and
R mutations were defective in transcription (0–11.7% of wild
type). Another mutation defective in transcription was the D49H
mutant allele (9.7% of wild type) which was represented in 8 out
of 22 mutations at codon 49. Amino acid 49 is called as an
aspartic acid in the wild type protein but several publications
suggest that this residue is polymorphic [26–28]. Based upon its
transcriptional profile D49N, V and Y could be polymorphic and
still have wild type like transcriptional activity. However, the
D49H allele might well be a transcriptionally defective Li-
Fraumeni inherited allele which would not be uncovered by
sequencing of the DNA binding domain or a spontaneous
mutation in the amino terminal domain contributing to cancers.
The limitations of this assay are that it is carried out in yeast and
not every possible p53 regulated gene is tested. As will be seen
by subsequent analysis, codons 72, 82, 84, 89, and 98 participate
in protein-protein interactions.

Table 2. Transcriptional phenotypes of hotspot mutations in the proline domain and adjacent domain.

Position WT amino acid MT amino acid Mutation count Lowest transcription factor activity (% of WT Function)

49 D H 8 9.7

49 D N 8 86.9

49 D V 3 41

49 D Y 3 96.2

72 P A 8 44

72 P S 7 40.2

72 P H 3 60.6

72 P T 1 39.8

73 V M 5 46.7

73 V L 4 45.4

73 V E 1 46.4

82 P L 16 32.8

82 P T 1 74.9

82 P S 1 49.1

84 A V 9 46

84 A G 4 64.3

89 P S 7 48

89 P L 3 49.8

98 P S 17 8

98 P L 11 11.7

98 P T 1 0

98 P R 1 7.6

All observed missense mutations observed in the proline domain and adjacent domain are annotated with their mutation prevalence and their weakest
transcriptional phenotype, defined as the minimum p53 response element transactivation activity as defined in reference [25].
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Codon 72
It was a bit surprising that codon 72 was one of the hotspot
mutations detected in the cancer databases. This is because the
proline 72 arginine polymorphism (rs1042522) has a proline
preferentially in individuals of African descent and an arginine
residue preferentially in Caucasians [9]. These differences appear
to occur under natural selection, changing in frequency from
proline to arginine with increasing south to north latitudes from
the equator [9]. There is abundant evidence that the codon 72
polymorphism in the Tp53 gene, its protein, and the pathway
influences pigmentation in response to UV light exposure,
altitude, as well as an association with transcription levels of the
KIT ligand that is involved with neural crest migration and
melanocyte distribution in the body [9, 17, 18]. Thus, both proline
or arginine in codon 72 must be functioning well enough to help
prevent cancers in the majority of individuals given their different
environments, and both should be considered wild type based on
the individual’s background. This brings up a problem because
most datasets call proline the wild-type sequence [29] and so an
arginine at codon 72 in some databases may be scored as a
mutation when it is not one. It is a polymorphism adjusting to
environmental changes. In this manuscript, a mutation at codon
72 is any amino acid that is neither proline nor arginine. Similarly,
a mutation at codon 47 is any amino acid that is neither proline
nor serine.
The mutational hotspots in Fig. 1 might identify amino acids

that are functioning by employing one or more different protein-
protein interactions in the same or different pathways to
accomplish a goal. A variety of different publications have
demonstrated that the negative regulator of p53 protein levels
in a cell, MDM-2, binds to p53 in the transactivation domain
around residues 25 and 26 [2] and in the proline domain between
residues 62–92 [10–13]. It has been reported that the arginine
codon 72 allele produces a p53 protein that binds with increased
affinity to MDM-2 as compared to the proline codon 72 residue
[10]. As a consequence, codon 72 Arg/Arg homozygotic indivi-
duals with Li-Fraumeni Syndrome and an inherited Tp53 mutation
in the DNA binding domain have earlier onsets of first cancers
when compared to individuals with a proline/proline polymorph-
ism at codon 72 and an inherited Tp53 mutation in the DNA
binding domain [10]. The tighter MDM-2 binding (higher affinity)
to the wild type p53 protein in the cells of a Li-Fraumeni patient
(Arg/Arg in the proline domain, with a Tp53 MT/Tp53 WT in the
DNA binding domain) might well degrade the WT p53 protein
more efficiently, lowering its tumor suppressive value, resulting in
an earlier onset of cancer.
On the other hand, with spontaneous Tp53 mutations in the

DNA binding domain in breast cancers, the inherited pro/pro
genotype was associated with poorer disease-free survival with a
multivariate Cox’s proportional hazards regression analysis of p=
0.047 and a risk ratio of recurrence of 1.67 [30]. In fact, many
spontaneous cancers of different tissue types with pro/pro
genotypes at codon 72 do more poorly with treatments for
spontaneous mutations in their DNA binding domains of Tp53
[30]. An early onset of cancer with an inherited predisposition and
the outcome of a treatment for a cancer with spontaneous Tp53
mutations are different phenotypes. This helps to explain why the
ARG allele favors earlier onset of cancers in inherited Tp53
mutations whereas the PRO allele in spontaneous Tp53 mutant
breast cancers, with only mutant alleles, gives rise to a poorer
prognostic outcome after treatments with chemotherapy, two
very different phenotypes with possibly distinct target genes and
sets of protein-protein interactions. Of the mutations at codon 72
in the proline domain that are only associated with cancers, 19
mutations started with an inherited proline residue at this codon
and were mutated to alanine (8 examples), serine (7 examples),
histidine (3 examples), and threonine (1 example). These

mutations would be expected to change the affinities of MDM-2
for the wild type and for the mutant p53 proteins.

Codons 72, 82, 84, 89, and 98: Protein- Protein Interactions
There are many PXXP (proline—any amino acid x 2—proline)
sequence repeats in the proline domain which are binding sites
for SH-3 receptors (protein-protein interactions) [31] and many
PXXXP repeats and proline-alanine pairs throughout this domain.
This could be the reason for the extensive network connectivity of
the p53 protein with other signal transduction pathways [1]. A
rather common SH-3 protein binding site is arginine followed by 3
or more amino acids followed by proline-X-X-proline [31]. This
could help to explain the natural selection for the mutation from
proline to arginine at codon 72 [9, 31], as it would change or
enhance the SH-3 interactions. Figure 2 shows the amino acid
sequences of the proline domain from codon 72 to 98. The
polymorphic codon 72 is followed by five PXX*P signals (proline
followed by at least two non-proline amino acids followed by
proline), four of which contain hot spot mutations at codons 72,
73, 82, 84, 89, and 98. All of the proline domain hot spot mutations
can be found in these SH-3 domain protein interaction sites. Four
out of six are mutations of a proline. The arginine at codon 72
enhances the PXXP interaction site. These data are at least
consistent with the idea that the proline domain carries out SH-3
mediated protein–protein interactions that influence the functions
of the p53 protein in both normal and cancerous cells. Cancers
that arise with Tp53 mutations localized solely in the proline
domain harbor mutations that could disrupt these protein-protein
interactions and, therefore, disrupt p53 homeostasis. An example
of this could well be the MDM-2 protein, which has binding sites
in this proline domain. The codon 72 polymorphisms and hotspot
mutations are expected to alter the binding of MDM-2 to p53
proteins [10–13].
Another example that the hotspot mutations have phenotypes

that result in cancers comes from previous research [32] that
identified a region between amino acids 86–93 of p53 (Ala-Pro-
Ala-Pro-Ser-Try-Pro-Leu) which is responsible for a loss of
tetramer-stabilizing interactions producing dimers and monomers
with a reduced level of DNA binding to p53 transcriptional
activation sites. The observed mutations in this region, in
particular at the hotspot at residue 89, reduces tetramer stability
and therefore reduces p53 tumor suppressor function. Phosphor-
ylation of serine-46 attracts the binding of Pin-1, a proline
isomerase, which isomerizes prolines so as to enhance the proper
structure of the proline domain for further protein-protein
interactions. Mutations in the proline-82 hot spot reduce the
proline isomerization and phosphorylation by CHK-2 that would
ordinarily result in the activation of wild type p53 by Pin-1 and
CHK-2. Therefore, the responses to DNA damage by p53 proline-
82 mutations are much reduced [33]. The impaired CHK-2 binding

Fig. 2 The amino acid sequences in the proline domain and the
SH-3 binding sites disrupted by the hot spot mutations in this
domain. The underlined amino acids in this sequence of the proline
domain point to PXX*P motifs which are protein-protein interaction
sites for SH-3-containing proteins functioning with the p53 proline
domain. The hotspot mutations disrupt many of these sites in
cancers.
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and the mutated codon 82 PXXP motif reduces acetylation by
p300, which is an essential co-activator for transcription by p53
[34, 35]. Thus, mutations in codons 72, 82, 84 and 89 clearly have
phenotypes that impair protein-protein interactions that result in
impaired structure and impaired protein modifications that reduce
transcription and tumor suppression.
The XAF-1 protein (XIAP associated factor 1) is a 33.4 Kd protein

with seven zinc fingers and was first shown to bind and inactivate
the X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein in vivo [36] promoting
apoptosis. Zinc finger 5 of this protein binds to the p53 protein in
the proline domain at PXXP sites between amino acids 62 and 92
[15]. This displaces MDM-2 from the p53 protein, increasing the
p53 concentration and the apoptotic frequency of p53 cell killing
[15]. In addition, the XAF-1 protein binds to SIAH-2, a ubiquitin
ligase that regulates the levels and activity of a protein kinase,
HIPK-2 (homeobox interacting protein kinase-2) which, in turn,
phosphorylates serine 46 of the p53 protein just adjacent to the
proline domain. Serine 46 phosphorylation also promotes p53
mediated apoptosis [15]. Third, the XAF-1 protein binds to the E-3
ubiquitin ligase ZNF-313, which poly-ubiquitinates the p53-
regulated p21 protein, that is then degraded and is yet a third
pro-apoptotic event that cooperates with p53-induced apoptosis
[15]. Deletions made in the proline domain that leave the rest of
the p53 protein intact reduce p53’s ability to induce apoptosis in
cells but leave several other growth restricting properties intact
[4, 5]. A natural polymorphism in the XAF-1 gene, E134*, is a chain
termination of that protein, which statistically occurs at a very high
frequency (69%) along with an inherited mutation (R337H) in the
tetramerization domain [19], and the loss of XAF-1 appears to
enhance the penetrance and the appearance of multiple cancers
in a Brazilian Li-Fraumeni cohort [19]. Thus, there appears to be at
least three mechanisms that XAF-1 exerts that are proapoptotic in
cooperation with p53 functions [15]. Additional studies would be
welcome to confirm these phenotypes. Some of the hotspot

mutations observed in Figs. 1 and 2 could weaken the binding of
the XAF-1 protein to the proline domain and thus result in lower
efficiencies of apoptosis, permitting some of the low penetrance/
low frequency mutations in the DNA binding domain of p53 to
produce a cancer, as first suggested by Pinto and Zambetti [19].
The XAF-1 protein is commonly inhibited at the level of
transcription by epigenetic modifications of this gene in a number
of cancers [15].

Cancer tissue type and sequence motif mutations in the
proline domain
It is of some interest that 14.6% of the cancers with mutations
solely in the proline domain and the adjacent nine amino acid
sequences are either melanomas or skin cancers. This contrasts
with only 0.03% of skin cancers in the DNA binding domain and
0.02% skin cancers from the tetramerization domain. This very
large difference in the tissue type of cancers with mutations in
different domains of the p53 protein is consistent with the
functions of the p53 protein in pigmentation of the skin, UV light
exposure, and melanocyte distribution resulting from transcrip-
tional regulation of the KIT ligand by p53 [9, 18]. The mutational
sequence motifs associated with different cancers [37] have
identified several mutational signatures that are preferentially
mutated after UV light exposures and are termed SBS7a, b, c, d,
and SBS38. A total of 55 out of 376 mutations in the proline
domain and adjacent region (amino acids 46–54) were identified
in melanomas and skin cancers. Of these, 17 mutations (31%) were
observed to alter proline residues in the PXXP sequences and 38
(69%) were not associated with those specific proline residues.
Table 3 examines the expected number of PXXP and non-PXXP
mutations in these cancers if the selection for mutations occurred
uniformly across the domain, if there was an influence of
dinucleotide pairing [38], and the predictions made by the five
different UV signatures previously observed in many skin cancers

Table 3. a, b (Boschloo test, Pearson and Spearman coefficients).

3a.

PXXP Not PXXP p value (Boschloo)

UNIFORM 1 54 1.94E–05

DINUCLEOTIDE 4 51 0.0015

SBS7a 6 49 0.011

SBS7b 11 44 0.22

SBS7c 2 53 0.00012

SBS7d 1 54 1.94E–05

SBS38 0 55 2.03E–06

3b

Pearson r Pearson p value Spearman r Spearman p value

UNIFORM −0.1 0.59 −0.12 0.51

DINUCLEOTIDE 0.22 0.23 0.32 0.083

SBS7a 0.075 0.69 0.29 0.12

SBS7b 0.33 0.068 0.43 0.017

SBS7c 0.12 0.51 0.19 0.3

SBS7d −0.25 0.18 −0.22 0.23

SBS38 −0.098 0.6 0.18 0.32

Observed= 17, Not Observed= 38.
The DNA sequence motifs giving rise to mutations generated by ultra-violet light. Of the 319 missense mutations identified in the proline domain, 55
mutations were found in melanomas and skin cancers. Of these, 17 mutations were proline-only mutations observed in the PXXP motifs and 38 were not
found in those residues. The table shows what is expected from a uniform distribution of mutations, the distribution influenced from the dinucleotide
frequencies in the domain [38], and five distinct classes of mutant sequence motifs that result from ultraviolet light exposures [37]. The p values indicate how
well the predicted proline mutations in PXXP motifs compare to the observed frequencies of proline-only mutations in the PXXP motifs for a given null
distribution. Only the SBS7b prediction of UV irradiated mutations is not statistically distinct from the observed mutation distributions.
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and melanomas [37]. Table 3a contains the p value corresponding
to the unconditional Boschloo test with the given background as a
null distribution regarding mutations from just proline residues in
the PXXP motifs. The UV SBS7b signature appears to be the one
that is operative in selecting the mutations in the proline domain
of p53 and contributes to skin cancers and melanomas to a
greater extent than other signatures and chemical products
produced by UV light (Table 3a). The Pearson (p= 0.031) and the
Spearman (0.004) coefficients for this association are also
statistically significant (Table 3b). Clearly then the selection of
this mutational signature for producing the mutations in skin and
melanocytes results in the increase in the proline domain and
adjacent region’s mutations in these cancers. The great majority of
Tp53 mutations in the DNA binding domain, as well as most of the
hotspot mutations in that domain, occur at methylated CpG
dinucleotides, which form codons for arginine [6]. Methylated CpG
residues mutate spontaneously, producing a C to T transition, at
approximately five-fold higher frequencies than do non-
methylated CpG dinucleotides [38]. Thus, the mutational signature
for hotspot mutations in the proline domain and the DNA binding
domain differ from each other resulting in different cancer tissue
types.

The evolution of the proline domain
These results reinforce the importance of the domain structure of
the p53 protein not only in their structural and functional
differences but also in the cell biological distinctions of the tissue
types in the body that are protected by different domains in the
p53 protein. It is possible that the evolution of the domain
structure of p53 was assembled by adding domains to a tumor
suppressor function as the exposure to diverse mutagens
occurred in different animals. We can rather clearly observe this
by exploring the impact of evolutionary forces upon the proline
domain sequences (amino acids 72–98) of mammals that are
diurnal versus those that are nocturnal and comparing these
sequences with the human proline domain. From the activity

cycles found in the COMBINE dataset [39], we find that diurnal and
nocturnal mammals’ p53 proteins have quite different levels of
DNA sequence similarity to the human proline domain (Fig. 3). The
levels of similarity to the human proline domain in these animals
also positively correlates with body mass, adult length, and
longevity [39] (Fig. 3). While the proline domain is not necessarily
responsible for all of these phenotypic differences, it coordinates
with other evolutionary advantages optimizing the p53 protein to
the needs and lifestyles of these different mammals. It would be of
some interest to exchange a human p53 proline domain into a
mouse p53 proline domain so as to observe the impact of this
upon some of the phenotypes discussed here and to determine if
this hybrid p53 proline domain has all the properties of this tumor
suppressor protein in mice as compared to humans.

Questions remain?
Codon 72 is an example of a polymorphism (Pro to Arg) that
occurred under natural selection as humans arose in Africa and
migrated into northern or southern climates with less direct
exposure to sunlight then at the equator, acting as a mutagen. It
impacts skin pigment and melanocyte migration during develop-
ment protecting against mutations in the skin [9–13]. Both the
proline and the arginine amino acids function as wild type in the
environments in which they arose and mediate tumor suppres-
sion. It was a surprise to see 19 independent mutations arise at
that codon with four different amino acids (A, S, H, and T) possibly
contributing to the cancers. The phenotypes of codon 72 amino
acid changes (MDM-2 binding, XAF-1 interactions, an altered SH-3
protein binding site) are perfectly consistent with the central
functions of the p53 protein. In fact, these observations explain
why the proline to arginine polymorphism arose, because the
addition of an arginine residue enhances the MDM-2 and SH-3
binding sites at the P-X-X-P residues. What remains unclear is why
codon 73 is also a hotspot mutation in the proline domain. The
most likely reason for this is that codon 73, by being adjacent to
codon 72, might disrupt the binding of proteins to this region of

Fig. 3 Differences in diverse mammalian proline domains. a–d Mammalian proline domains relate to activity cycle and body parameters.
a The human proline domain corresponding to amino acids 72–98 was aligned to mammal p53 proteins downloaded from the UniProt [29]
with the BLASTp algorithm. The maximum score was retrieved and the distributions of these scores were plotted for diurnal, nocturnal, and
“other” mammals’ activity cycles derived from the COMBINE dataset [39]. *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001, ****p ≤ 0.0001. b–d Alignment
scores are plotted against the log10 of the adult mass in grams (b), the log10 of the adult body length in millimeters (c), and the log10 of the
typical longevity in days derived from the COMBINE dataset [39].
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the proline domain in the p53 protein. Protein-protein interaction
sites are commonly composed of several amino acids to gain
enough kilocalories for the appropriate binding constants. So,
codon 73 mutations could also play a role in protein-protein
binding.
Mutations in codon 98 clearly disrupt the transcriptional ability

of the p53 protein. This could be because codon 98 is in close
proximity to the start of the DNA binding domain, whose structure
it could then disrupt. Or it could be because that proline at codon
98 plays an important role in protein-protein interactions
mediated by the P-X-X-P signals. Four of the six hot spots
mutations in the proline domain occur at prolines in these sites.
We were surprised to see that codon 46 (serine) is not a major

hotspot for mutation because its phosphorylation is much preferred
so that the p53 protein can initiate apoptosis which is thought to be
important in preventing cancers. However, the p53 protein can
initiate cell death by five distinct mechanisms: apoptosis, ferroptosis,
necroptosis mediated by Fas or TNF, and senescence [1], so perhaps
other mechanisms of cell death predominate in these situations.
Perhaps apoptosis is not the major form of cell death acting to
enforce tumor suppression in particular cases.
In southern Brazil there is a large population of individuals (about

1/360 people) who inherit a Tp53 mutation, R377H, located in the
tetramerization domain in the heterozygous state of the Tp53 gene.
The penetrance of this mutation in this population is about 60% for
cancer development. In this group there is a chain termination
mutation in 1/125 individuals in the XAF-1 gene [19], which helps to
promotes apoptosis in a p53-mediated fashion [15]. A study of the
genotypes of these genes in this cohort by Pinto and Zambetti [19]
demonstrated a significant enrichment of the compound genotypes,
mutant p53 R377H and XAF-1 chain termination mutation, in
individuals who developed sarcomas (p= 0.003). The XAF-1 gene is
located on chromosome 17 just 2 megabases away from the Tp53
gene. The fact that there are selection pressures for the development
of polymorphisms to arise in the Tp53 gene based upon geographical
locations and therefore racial differences (observed from the XAF-1
gene to Tp53 codons 47 and 72 along with two introns of the Tp53
gene) makes it worthwhile to explore the haplotypes in the two
megabases adjacent to the Tp53 gene contrasting diverse racial types
and geographical locations. A finding of significant linkage disequili-
brium in the region between the XAF-1 gene and the Tp53 gene
would suggest those alleles have favorable and selectable pheno-
types, so as to interact together, and therefore would persist as
haplotypes. This would support the evidence presented here that
protein-protein interactions between proteins encoded in this region
of two megabases do interact in selectable ways.
This analysis of the genetics and the phenotypes of the proline

domain of the p53 protein (45 amino acids) demonstrates the
complexity and impact that the amino acid sequences from
approximately 10% of the p53 protein can impart upon the
functions of this tumor suppressor protein. The Tp53 gene has been
detected in some of the earliest multicellular animals whose origin,
eight hundred million years ago, was to protect the germ line from
mutations [1]. As the sea anemone comes to the surface of a body of
water to feed on green plants and is exposed to sunlight, the p53
protein functions to kill germ line cells that incur DNA damage and
preserve the DNA sequences in the species. Even the DNA
sequences that the p53 protein binds to, so as to promote the
transcription of genes involved in cellular apoptosis and death, in
flies and worms, are conserved from invertebrates through humans
[40]. The Tp53 gene functions are an excellent example of the
tension between the selection to retain useful functions by
eliminating mutations, and the entropic forces generating diversity
to permit natural selection and change as the environment dictates.
With the advent of stem cells regenerating tissues over a lifetime in
the vertebrates it offered an innovative opportunity to repurpose
the Tp53 gene and p53 protein from protecting against changes in

the germ line in invertebrates to protecting against mutations in the
somatic tissues from developing cancers.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All data is included in the Figures and Tables in the manuscript.
Five databases were screened for somatic Tp53 missense mutations, solely in either
the proline domain (amino acids 55–100) or the adjacent section of nine amino acids
(amino acids 46–54). The web addresses for the five databases are:
1. GENIE: https://genie.cbioportal.org/
2. COSMIC: https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic
3. IARC R20: https://tp53.isb-cgc.org/
4. MSK-IMPACT: https://www.cbioportal.org/
5. TCGA: https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/
The protein sequences were downloaded from UniProt: https://www.uniprot.org/.
The COMBINE dataset is available in the reference in the paper.
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